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Supplementary Figure S3 . Alignment of the two HypB GTPases and nickel chaperones required for synthesis of the membrane-bound hydrogenase (AB08170, HypB1 Rmet_1285) and the soluble NAD-reducing hydrogenase (AB08419, HypB2, Rmet_1536). Alignment performed with Geneious (www.geneious.com), histidine-and cysteine-rich regions underlined, and conserved motifs indicated.
Supplementary Table S1 . Number of identified proteins in the SYNAPT experiment. Three biological repeats were performed to identify and quantify the proteins in the supernatant or solubilized sediment of ultracentrifuged crude extract from mid-exponential cells of C.
metallidurans AE104, its ∆zupT mutant, and in one experiment only the plasmid-containing C. metallidurans wild type strain CH34(pMOL28, pMOL30). The data base contained 5804
proteins. Of these, 3469 proteins (60%) were identified in at least one experiment, the other 2335 proteins were not further evaluated. number compared to CH34 wild type, for the ∆zupT strain for the comparison ∆zupT/AE104. Red indicates down-and green upregulation. Numbers in italics show a non significant difference. Descriptions on a green field show that the corresponding genes are transcribed in the forward orientation, yellow reverse. Two insertion elements are boxed. "NF", not found; "NeF", never found in any strain. NeF NeF Q1LAR5 Ethanolamine ammonia-lyase heavy chain a All homologs to zinc-and cobalt-binding proteins from E. coli 5 in the C. metallidurans proteome (WT, AE104; Mut, ∆zupT) were identified and their numbers sorted into the KEGG orthology groups 1 . "NeF", never, "NF" not found in the proteome analysis.
Supplementary
Numbers in red indicate down-regulation, in gree up-regulation, bold numbers significant differences, italics not significant differences between CH34/AE104 (AE104 data) or AE104/∆zupT (∆zupT data).
